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What is uRoom?

• uRoom is a wearable bracelet which tracks your body telemetry to 

determine your mood and adjust your living room accordingly.

• By tracking telemetries such as your blood pressure, heart rate, body 

temperature it could adjust the room to suit.

• For example if your body heat is too low or too high, uRoom would 

connect with the room and adjust the heating or the windows to suit this.

• Depending on the time uRoom would adjust to suit so for example in the 

evening, if you were watching tv, the blinds/curtains would close and lights 

would turn on to suit. The lights would dim to create a more ambient 

mood.

• If the uRoom bracelet detects you may have fallen asleep all the electronic 

devices such as TV’s of stereo systems would shut off along with lights to 

help you get a better nights sleep.



How does uRoom help with Sleep

• A topical issue in todays society is sleep deprivation and the effects it can 

have on how productive we are in school, college or work.

• uRoom is a device that can help make sleep as comfortable as possible.

• By tracking your telemetry uRoom could detect if you are asleep and work 

to make the sleep as comfortable as possible.

• uRoom can also adjust the mood of a room or when you are awake but 

are unwinding before bed so for example, soft music would be played on 

the stereo and lights would be dimmed to make the user as relaxed as 

possible.



Video Link: https://vimeo.com/166032263

The uRoom Bracelet

https://vimeo.com/166032263


Reflection on entire Process

• Overall, we learned a number of valuable lessons.

• Research using IDEO methods is very handy for gaining an insight into the space 

you are designing  and the users that you would be designing for. Whilst not every 

bit of data is found to be useful, the majority of it is useful to work with in 

developing your final concept.

• Starting off with a vast amount vague and rough ideas is a good idea (quantity 

over quality) as it laid down a good foundation to work on.

• In retrospect, the entire design process is a long one that has many steps which 

don’t seem to be useful at the start however as you progress you will see that it all 

becomes relevant in designing a product for a certain user.

• The design process we learned through this module will be relevant throughout 

our lives when we are designing anything.


